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Motto:
“We appeared in the clamor of new
ideas; our parents’ eyes and thoughts were
pointed towards the East, our eyes are pointed
to the West.” Alecu Russo

“T

HE ROMANIAN people casts aside the inhumanity and the shame of holding slaves and declares the freedom of Gypsies owned by private individuals.
Those who have until now borne the shameful sin of having slaves are forgiven by the Romanian people, and the country, as a good mother, from its treasury shall compensate all who claim to have suffered damages from this Christian
deed.”1 This was the paragraph from the Proclamation of Islaz through which
Wallachian revolutionaries emphasized the importance of a fundamental reform:
the emancipation of Gypsy slaves. The emancipation of Gypsies was the first
social reform achieved in the 19th century in the Romanian principalities, which
took place in several stages over a quarter of a century (1831–1856).2 After
the release of state-owned slaves (1843 in Wallachia, 1844 in Moldavia) and
the monastery slaves (1844 in Moldavia and 1847 in Wallachia) it seemed that
in the “European spring” of 1848 the reform could be finalized. The revolutionary government of Wallachia, under the impulse of the legislation regarding the release of slaves in the French colonies, adopted in the same period,
also agreed upon the emancipation of the boyars’ slaves. The repression of the
revolution led to the abrogation of the revolutionary decree of 26 June 1848,
and slavery would still last until December 1855 in Moldavia and February 1856
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in Wallachia. In the present article we plan to study the French influence upon
abolitionist thinking in the principalities, making reference to the means of
penetration of these ideas: articles from the publications of that period, foreign
visitors, direct contacts with the abolitionist movement in the capital of France
by way of the Romanian leaders who were studying there, the writings dedicated
to the institution of slavery by personalities directly familiar with Romanian realities or the publications of scholars who studied the Gypsies in the Romanian
principalities.
In the last quarter of the 18th century, the abolitionist movement saw great
achievements in the USA, Great Britain and France. Famous thinkers wrote
and stood against slavery, either from Christian perspectives (the Christian sect
of the Quakers considered that the importation and purchase of slaves were against
the laws of Christian morale) or from illuminist ones, especially with the French,3
who condemned slavery from a humanist perspective, without bringing solutions
for its abolition. Starting with the last two decades of the 18th century, the
abolitionist movement focused on the slave trade. The efforts of various cultural and political societies were concretized at the beginning of the 19th century, when step by step, states declared this trade to be illegal: Denmark in 1803,
Russia in 1805,4 in the USA and Great Britain in 1807, and in 1815, during
the 100 days, Napoleon abolished it in France, a fact emphasized by Louis XVIII
in 1817.5 The European powers signed common statements against the slave
trade, like the one in 1815 between France, Great Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia,
Sweden, Spain, Portugal, and they also signed bilateral treaties, introducing harsh
punishments against those practicing this trade. The governmental initiatives
were stimulated by the Apostolic Letter of Pope Gregory XVI dated December
1839, through which slave trade was prohibited.6 By the second half of the
19th century, slavery had been abolished in most of the Latin American countries (as a result of the national revolutions from the beginning of the 19th
century), in the British colonies (in 1838, after a long reform process), in the
French colonies (after a slaves’ insurrection which resulted in wars of national liberation, such as the one in Santo Domingo, and following the 1848 revolution). But slavery was also present in the Romanian Principalities, in the United
States of America (it would be abolished during the Civil War), in Cuba (the abolition of slavery would take place in 1868–1886), in Brazil (1871–1888).7
In France, the emancipation of slaves was debated beginning with the Great
Revolution, at the end of the 18th century, and the abolition legislation followed
a tortuous path. In their writings, Enlightenment thinkers condemned the institution of slavery, but they made no mention of the bondage of black people
in the colonies. Voltaire himself had an ambiguous attitude. In L’esprit des moeurs
he denounced slavery, at the same time stating that the Blacks were inferior.8 Only
during the 1789 Revolution the idea of a gradual emancipation of slaves in the
http://www.iini-minorities.ro
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French colonies appeared, being supported by the members of Amis des Noirs
Society, presided by Jacques Pierre Brissot,9 also supported by Honoré de Mirabeau.
The Paris society was influenced by London Society for the Abolition of the Slave
Trade, set up in 1787. The two societies stood for the stoppage of slave trade,
as a first step towards the gradual disappearance of slavery. The revolutionary
decree for the abolition of slavery in the French colonies from 1794 was revoked
in 1802, and in the period of the French consulate and empire the only antislavery voice was the one of Superior Henri Grégoire, who in 1808 wrote De
la litterature des negres. In the third and fourth decades, the French abolitionist
movement would coagulate around various societies. The first Société de la morale
chrétienne was founded in 1821 and included famous political and cultural personalities: duke François Alexandre Frédéric de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt,
baron Marie Joseph Degérando, Auguste de Staël, Victor de Broglie, Benjamin
Constant, Charles de Rémusat, François Guizot, Hippoliyte Carnot, Charles
de Montalambert, Casimir Périer, Adolphe Thiers, the duke of Orleans, the future
king Louis-Philippe. One of the nine committees of the society had as its purpose the abolition of slave trade and the preparation of the slaves for release by
way of instruction and ethics.10 In 1834, the Société française pour l’abolition de
l’esclavage was founded, and its program condemned slavery as a breach of Christian
principles. The slaves’ gradual release by means of legislation was intended.
The new generation from Paris differed from the anti-slavery British societies
because of its elite character and support of a gradual and not immediate liberation of the slaves. Its members came from the Société de la morale chrétienne,
which was also joined by Odillon Barot, Isaac Crémieux, Lazare Carnot, Alphonse
Lamartine, Charles Alexis de Tocqueville etc.11 In the decade before the revolutions of 1848, the abolitionist movement in the capital of France became radicalized, especially since in 1838 the slaves in the British colonies had been all
released. In 1844, the publication L’Abolitioniste français appeared, and the
parliamentary arena, where the commission led by the Duke of Broglie activated—essentially in support of a gradual emancipation—was abandoned. The French
abolitionist movement focused on gaining the public opinion through the media
and petitions signed by people of different social backgrounds. It is important
that some of the initiators of these petitions are Alphonse de Lamartine, Jules
Michelet, Edgar Quinet, and Ledru Rollin. Consequently, on 3 September 1846,
a petition against slavery signed by 300 persons, among whom Jules Michelet,
François Aragon, was presented in Parliament.12
In the decades before the 1848 Revolution, contacts with the French abolitionism intensified, the media in the Romanian space being one of the means
of penetration for the slave emancipation ideas. The Société française pour l’abolition de l’esclavage, founded in 1834, coordinated the abolitionist movement in
Paris. It was an elite group, who did not dare speak to the population, and
http://www.iini-minorities.ro
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preferred a program for preparing slaves in view of their release, advocating measures of slavery amelioration and of gradual emancipation.13 In the Gazeta de
Transilvania of 23 March 1842, Lamartine’s speech to the abolitionist assembly was presented.14 He launched a call to the unification of all who wanted
the emancipation of the Blacks. The process had to be developed in time:
“What do we want? We do no wish to have a revolution, but only to stay away
from a revolution. We wish to gradually, slowly, confer human rights to the Blacks.
We do not threaten the colonists’ work and property. To the slaves we say: do not
try to gain freedom, but excise public sense.”15 Also, the Gazeta wrote in 1846
about the implementation of the Mackau law in the French colonies, an initiative that turned the state into an intermediary for the relationships between
the colonists and the slaves, through the possibility of regulating working
hours, marriages, religious education, etc. It was announced that the release of
slaves upon payment of compensation had begun in Martinique. The compensation was paid both by the state and by the Blacks.16 At any rate, after 1844,
the French abolitionist movement experienced a revival. The idea of gradual emancipation was abandoned in favor of the slave’s immediate release, a fact that would
be possible during the 1848 Revolution.
Along with the media, foreign travelers represented a means by which the abolitionist movement in the Principalities was influenced by a double relation:
Western travelers would spread information in Europe about the existence of this
anachronistic institution, and through their unmediated contact with the leaders in the principalities, they would inform the latter about the evolution of
abolitionist ideas. Impressed by the existence of slavery, they wrote about it
and presented, according to their individual level and personal position on the
matter, different aspects of Gypsy life, in most cases emphasizing its picturesque and exotic character.17 In prestigious publications from the capital of France
and not only, articles about slavery in the Principalities were published, some
of them emphasizing the necessity of their emancipation. In 1840, Eduard
Thouvenel drew told his contemporaries that “When so many voices rise in favor
of the cause of the Blacks, no one thinks about stopping the plague that grows
without obstacles in a country only a few days away from France,”18 and Adolphe
Joanne informed in his writings about the emancipation of state and monastic
Gypsies, indicating that “in Wallachia, the free Gypsies are prospering and multiplying... It’s only boyars who still have slaves and, if I were to believe some confidences made to me, it’s going to be no more than a month or two until they
are set free.”19 These words were written in 1846, three years after the liberation of state slaves in Wallachia, and it anticipated on the moment of temporary emancipation of boyar-owned slaves during the 1848 revolution.
The specialist literature mentions many translations from French regarding
the public spirit in the principalities.20 Alongside the translations from the romanhttp://www.iini-minorities.ro
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tic literature of those years, worthy of notice is the book written by a representative of liberal Catholicism, Félicité de Lamennais, entitled Paroles d’un croyant and originally published in 1848, later translated by Dionisie Romano,
bishop of Buzãu.21
“We appeared in the clamor of new ideas; our parents’ eyes and thoughts were
pointed towards the east, our eyes are pointed to the West” said Alecu Russo,
who skillfully synthesized the tendency of the new generations to look for solutions to modernize institutional structures in the Western experience. The number of those who studied in the French capital would progressively grow. Among
the first beneficiaries of state bursaries, first in Pisa and later in Paris, we find
priest Eufrosin Poteca, who replaced Gheorghe Lazãr in teaching geography and
wrote philosophy textbooks in Romanian.22 In his letters to the members of
the Bucharest Schools Committee we notice his passion for learning, but also the
influence of contemporary ideology upon his ideas. On 15 September 1824 he
wrote a long letter stating the need for specific reforms in the principalities:
instruction of the clergy, as “priests are the people’s salt and light,” proportional taxes, paid by everyone, and, last but not least, the abolition of slavery—
“you really want to be Christians? Release the Christian slaves you hold, because
since you are Christians, it is not appropriate that you should have slaves...because
we are all one in Jesus Christ our God.23 It is important to mention that in the
speech held on the Lord’s Resurrection Day, in 1827, Eufrosin Poteca said: “God’s
word became a slave, to take all people out of slavery.”24 A future member of
the commission set up in Wallachia, in 1848, for the emancipation of Gypsy slaves,
Petrache Poenaru, also knew the French schools after thorough studies in the
Viennese educational institutions.25 Apart from the beneficiaries of state bursaries,
the great boyar families sent their sons to study in Paris. Among them there were
also the future princes of Wallachia, involved in the slavery abolition legislation, Gheorghe Bibescu and Barbu ªtirbei. They were joined by Alexandru Lenº,
Nicolae Bãleanu, Dimitrache Golescu, Costache Filipescu, Jean Vlãdoianu and
Constantin Brãiloiu. Some of them proved to be sensitive to the anti-slavery measures taken by the French government. Thus, on 10 November 1828, Constantin
Brãiloiu wrote to his father about the creation of a commission meant to ransom
and secure the release of the Greek slaves in Egypt. This show of generosity from
the part of France and of its king gained them the respect of civilized Europe.26
In his turn, Petre Mavrogheni, one of the supporters of Moldavian emancipation
laws, was also studying in the capital of France.27
An expert in the French ideological movement was Teodor Diamant, an admirer of utopian socialism, of the projects promoted by Charles Fourier. In the appeal
written in Paris, meant to raise funds for a phalanster at Condé sur Vesgres, he
referred to the sensitization of French government members, the duke of Broglie,
Guizot and de Staël, who “ten years ago set up the Society for the abolition of
http://www.iini-minorities.ro
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Black slaves trade and slavery, or the Christian moral Society.”28 Upon his return
to the principalities, Diamant tried to make his Fourierist ideas known, resorting to the media. He was involved in organising the phalanster at Scãieni,
where 27 slaves of boyar Emanoil Bãlãceanu were received, and he wrote a memoir to the Administrative Council of the Principality of Moldavia in 1841, in
which he presented a solution referring to vagrant Gypsies: the creation of
agricultural and industrial colonies.29 One of the people close to Teodor Diamant,
who closely knew Fourier’s doctrine, was Ion Ghica, also present in the capital
of France in the late 1830s. He would nostalgically evoke those Paris years, when
the friendship between Wallachian and Moldavian students was strengthened
in passionate discussions regarding politics in the principalities, especially the
action taken by the liberal boyar Ion Câmpineanu.30 In his turn, Nicolae Kretzulescu
remembered the “instructive debates and the considerable interest of the eminent
statesmen of that period, famous orators like Cousin, Villemain, Molé, Guizot,
Thiers, Odilon Barrot, Lamartine, Broglie, Montalambert.”31 We should not forget that the first scientific writing dedicated to the problem of the Gypsies in
the principalities, written by Mihail Kogãlniceanu, was published in French, a
fact that allowed it to enjoy a larger circulation in the scientific circles of that
time.32
As far as Ioan Câmpineanu is concerned—about whom his close collaborator,
Felix Colson, wrote that “in a country governed according to the Turkish model,
he was the first to rise, both as a member of parliament and as an ordinary
man, against the actions taken and the numerous abuses”—the hours spent
with his pedagogue Laurencon would exert a lasting influence. In 1831, he
participated in the translation of the French commercial code, which was to be
introduced in Wallachia.33 Colson, a secretary at the French consulate, was a lucid
observer of Romanian society, to which he dedicated a few studies published
in Paris and in which he analyzed the status of the Gypsy slaves and offered
solutions: their emancipation by ransom.34 It was not by accident that Ion
Câmpineanu was the first boyar to release his slaves, providing them with freedom certificates, on two conditions: that they did not marry other slaves, so that
they would not revert to slavery, and that they would continue to be called
“Câmpineanu’s,” so that they would not be caught by executors.35
A special role in the training of the future Romanian leaders was held by
the French boarding schools in Iaºi and Bucarest. In the capital of Moldavia, Vasile
Alecsandri and later Mihail Kogãlniceanu were to attend the boarding school
of Victor Cuenim, and in Wallachia a special role in the education of the young
generation was to be played by the boarding school of J. A. Vaillant, a philoRomanian also appointed manager of the boarding school at Sfântul Sava. Vaillant’s
involvement in the revolutionary movements prior to 1848 and his writings
on Romanian culture and civilization,36 joined by the objective attempt to underhttp://www.iini-minorities.ro
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stand the institution of slavery, the Gypsies’ origin and location in the northDanube area, turned the French teacher into an enthusiastic advocate of the generous abolitionist ideas. Alongside Dimitrie Filipescu, another graduate of the
French schools, he led the revolutionary movement of 1840, and in the Profesiunea
de credinþã (Statement of faith) the emancipation of slaves was mentioned as necessary from an economic point of view: “it would be easy to get rid of this
social leprosy, allowing the Gypsies to be ransomed. He who feels how much
freedom is worth is worthy of it.”37
The national “youth party,” looking for solutions and means of reconstruction
and regeneration, was educated in the French capital, amid an increasingly radical debate on slavery. The French abolitionist movement sought to gain public
support, through the media and through petitions signed by people from various walks of life. The initiators of these petitions were Alphonse de Lamartine,
Jules Michelet, Edgar Quinet, Ledru Rollin, personalities who in those years had
numerous contacts with the Romanians grouped around the Society of Romanian
Students, set up in the capital of France in 1845. The first contacts between
Dimitrie Brãtianu, Nicolae Bãlcescu, C. A. Rosetti and Paul Bataillard, one of the
most prolific researchers of the Gypsies’ of the 19th century, also date from
this period.38 Dimitrie Brãtianu wrote in the same period to Charles Montalambert,
a personality with abolitionist views, and informed him about the emancipation of monastery slaves on 20 March 1847:
Car j’ai à vous apprendre une nouvelle destiné sans doute à faire la joie de toutes
les âmes chrétiennes: l’affranchissement de la majeure partie des bohémiens de la
Valachie… de vous transmettre en même temps les pièces relatives à cette émancipation que je viens de recevoir de Bucarest… L’affranchissement des esclaves
bohémiens appartenant aux convents vient d’être décrétée législativement. Cette
même loi contient les dispositions qui tendent à amener l’affranchissement successif des esclaves appartenant aux particulières.39
In 1847, Nicolae Suþu40 became a member and chairman of the Africa Institute,
and one year later Vasile Alecsandri and Mihail Kogãlniceanu were received as
members of Société Orientale de France.41 We must not forget the involvement
of the future revolutionary leaders in the Masonic groups from the capital of
France, especially considering that the abolitionist societies in Paris also consisted
of members of those groups.42
The immediate emancipation of slaves was a desideratum proclaimed in the
writings of British (Thomas Clarkson, James Ramsay), American (William Lloyd
Garrison, Frederik Douglas), or French (Victor Schoelcher) abolitionists. The
latter, in his writings Abolition de l’esclavage (1840) and Des colonies françaises.
Abolition immédiate de l’esclavage (1842), stressed the economic benefits of the
http://www.iini-minorities.ro
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slaves’ emancipation and was also involved in the petitionary campaign from
France. In August 1847 he managed to gather 11,000 signatures. He wrote
that caution “urges us towards abolitionism in order to prevent bloody riots”; he
asserted, among other things, that slavery was not profitable, that “a person’s
ownership of another person is a crime.” He gave the example of “barbarian
princes,” the bey of Tunis, who had outlawed slavery, and of the measures taken
by Abdul Medjid, who had closed the slave market of Constantinople.43 The
Romanian students in the capital of France directly knew the abolitionist spirit
and were caught in the reformist movement that gradually engulfed countries
of different faiths and civilizations. “The social reformation based on the holy
principles of righteousness and equality must be the object of all our endeavors,”
Nicolae Bãlcescu asserted in his New Year speech of 1847, in the presence of
the Romanian students in Paris.44 In front of the same assembly Dimitrie Brãtianu
testified that he believed that “today, in all parts of the world, people are running,
searching for one another, communicating, working together on behalf of freedom... when we see the bey of Tunis decreeing the freedom of slaves,”45 nothing could stop the Romanian nation from acting. As we already know, the
principles that were to be written in the revolutionary programs from 1848 in
the Romanian Principalities had long been debated in the meetings of the
country leaders, in Romania or in Paris. Undoubtedly those things regarding the
emancipation of slaves were influenced by events in the capital of France. On
25 February 1848, Ledru Rollin was the first who, within the provisional government, raised the problem of slavery and suggested its immediate abolition.
The proposal was supported by Arago, Lamartine, and Louis Blanc. On 4 March,
the provisional government proclaimed the abolition of slavery and the creation of a commission chaired by Victor Schoelcher.46 Its mission was to prepare the slaves’ immediate emancipation. In those days, at the head office of
the Romanian Students’ Society, the Romanian Revolution program was being
drawn up:
Immediately after the revolution in Vienna, Bãcescu called a meeting in Paris.
All Moldavian-Wallachians, except for the Brãtianus, gathered in the evening
of 20 March. There, in the first meeting, they decided to set up a movement; then
a program was made according to the proclamation subsequently issued, in June.47
Those who “drank the milk of freedom in France,” as Alexandru G. Golescu poetically put it, included in the programs of the Romanian revolution the principle of the slaves’ emancipation by way of compensation. In the Proclamation from
Islaz they wrote:

http://www.iini-minorities.ro
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The Romanian people casts aside the inhumanity and the shame of holding slaves
and declares the freedom of Gypsies owned by private individuals… and the country, as a good mother, from its treasury shall compensate all who claim to have
suffered damages from this Christian deed.48
It is a certainty that the revolutionaries from the principalities knew the development of revolutionary events in the capitals of Europe. Only a few days after
the creation, on behalf of the French government, of the commission for the
emancipation of slaves, the Curierul românesc of 11 March 1848 announced: “The
provisional government of France decrees that no land under French domination
is allowed to hold slaves and a commission was appointed in order to draw up
as soon as possible an emancipation act for all colonies of the republic.”49 The
Paris commission, after exacting meetings devoted to a multitude of aspects concerning the role of the liberated slaves in the economy of the colonies, the relations between the former slaves and their former masters, the integration of
the liberated slaves on the paid work market, their right to education and property etc., decreed on 27 April 1848, that “slavery shall be totally abolished in
all French colonies and possessions, two months after the promulgation of the
present decree ... All physical punishment and slave trade are forbidden from
the promulgation of the decree.” It is also mentioned that in the future, no French
citizens, whatever their location, were allowed to buy, sell or directly or indirectly
participate in the slave trade. The release was performed by compensating the
owners, the national assembly having to regulate the quotas to be awarded to the
colonies. The emancipation decree appeared in the same day as 14 other decrees,
regulating the economic and social affairs of the colonies, and their relations with
the metropolis. In June 1848 they set up the commission for the settlement of
slave owners’ compensations.50
We mentioned these episodes of slaves’ emancipation by the revolutionary
authorities of France in order to emphasize their influence upon the emancipation process in Wallachia. On 22 June 1848, while in Buzãu, Nicolae Bãlcescu
wrote to Al. G. Golescu: “Do not be late in taking out the proclamation for
the Gypsies.”51 Only four days later, the provisional government proclaimed
the release of the slaves: “the times of slavery have passed and Gypsies are our
brothers today.” From the content of the statement we notice that the Gypsies
became free starting with 10 July, in order for “all Gypsies to serve in their
masters’ houses, as they have until now.”52 If in France those who decided to make
the emancipation within two months from the passing of the decree had in
view the completion of agricultural works in the colonies in that summer, the
same reasons drove the revolutionaries in Bucharest, who were thinking about
the various works the Gypsies were fulfilling in the boyars’ households. In
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both decrees, physical abuse and the inhuman treatment on the slaves were immediately abolished. Moreover, boyars in Wallachia were threatened by the loss of
the right to compensation, “if they are not humanly treated.” Like in France,
the release was achieved by compensation. In order to apply the decree, the
government set up a commission made of Cezar Bolliac, Iosafat Snagoveanu,
Petrache Poenaru, P. P. Pereþ being the secretary.53 Also, the Porte had been
notified about the intention of the “liberal party” to introduce the reforms demanded by the spirit of the century. In the memoir sent to the commissioner of the
Sublime Porte, Talaat Effendi, on 5/17 June, the abolition of slavery was mentioned among other reforms.54
After the revolution of 1848–1849, with the final release of slaves in the French
colonies, in the press of the principalities one would mainly find echoes of the
American abolitionist movement, and the main abolitionist activities would move
to the capital of Moldavia. The post-revolutionary years also saw the publication of studies dedicated to the problem of Gypsies in the principalities, signed
by philo-Romanians like Paul Bataillard, J. A. Vaillant, Elias Regnault, Alfred
Possonier, etc. Paul Bataillard, based on information taken from his Wallachian
friends, wrote the Nouvelle recherches sur l’apparition des bohémiens en Europe,55
where he proved that the Gypsies were present as slaves in Wallachia and Moldavia
even in the 14th century. Vaillant, familiar with the Romanian realities, was
the author of the work Les Rômes. Histoire vraie des vrais bohémiens, published
in 1857, but fragments of it were published as early as 1854 in L’Illustration.56
The author’s first meeting with the Gypsy slaves was in the house of a boyar lady
from Wallachia, who had sought refuge in Sibiu in 1829 because of the plague
and of the Russian troops. During a long journey in the principalities, Vaillant
was witness to the cruelties the slaves were subject to, and in his book one can
find 18 articles from the Organic Regulation of Moldavia, which regulated the
status of state-owned slaves.57 Inhuman examples, like the sale of slaves by Prince
ªtirbei,58 are presented in parallel with the activity of enlightened boyars. If
Constantin Suþu created an orchestra of Gypsy slaves that rivaled the professional
ones, Ion Câmpineanu was the first boyar who emancipated his slaves.59 Reference
is made to the Moldavian laws emancipation of 1844 and to the temporary emancipation of slaves during the 1848 revolution, in order to emphasize the intensification of abolitionist feelings of the young generation.60 The teacher of French
from Bucharest, Alfred Poissonier, wrote in 1854 a brochure about the status
of Gypsy slaves in the principalities.61 Confident in the spirit of justice of the
Romanian people, descended from the Romans, Poissonier stated in the end
of his writing that he was in favor of generous, humanitarian, but gradual
measures, without generating sudden changes. Such a measure was the state’s
ransom of the slaves belonging to private individuals, which resulted in the release
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of quite an important number of slaves before the emancipation laws of 1855–1856.
In his Histoire politique et sociale des Principautés Danubiennes, Elias Regnault wrote
a special chapter regarding the Gypsies in the principalities. From the diary of
Adolphe Billecocq,62 we know that most information was supplied to Regnault
by the former French consul in the principalities, and the source of inspiration
for the chapter regarding the slaves was Vaillant himself. After discussing the
slaves’ status, Regnault wrote:
Moldavian-Wallachians are asking Europe to recognize their rights. They are
undoubtedly right. But in order to deserve their freedom, in their turn they must
give it to the people born on the same land... and who have the right to ransom
for all the abuses of the masters they served.63
we can state that the abolitionist movement in the principalities was influenced, especially in the decades before the 1848 Revolution,
by the French abolitionist trend, which reached the Romanian cultural space
by different means. Defining for the ideas of emancipation was the direct contact of the Romanian cultural and political leaders, who had been trained in
the French educational institutions and met personalities of the French academic and scientific world, establishing connections that would mark their
public and private actions. The emancipation programs concerning the slaves
in the principalities followed the same route as those in Great Britain and France,
so that by 1848 the gradual solutions became dominant, completed with frequent
legal and economic provisions. During the 1848 revolution, the revolutionary
government in Wallachia was marked by the French experience, its members having come into contact with famous representatives of the abolitionist trend
during the studies in Paris.
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Abstract
The French Influence over Abolitionism in the Romanian Principalities
The abolitionist movement in Wallachia and Moldavia started in the third decade of the 19th
century, at a time when measures against the slave trade were being enacted in Europe, and
Great Britain and France were seeing heated debates regarding slavery in the colonies. The ideas
of French abolitionism penetrated in the Romanian principalities through the press, through the
direct contact with foreign travelers, and, last but not least, through the connections established
between the Romanian youths who studied in the capital of France and the cultural and political
personalities involved in the slave emancipation movement, some of them known for their philoRomanian feelings. The decree for the emancipation of the slaves adopted in June 1848 in Wallachia
was drawn up by the revolutionary government under the clear influence of events in Paris.
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